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NYSCI Information Sheet
Departure
The bus will pull out of the museum at 4pm. Please come about 15 minutes early so that we can leave on time. Please
note the number on your bus and return to the same bus for the trip back. When you arrive back at the bus, please
check your name off on the clipboard. The buses will be locked if you want to leave your belongings on the bus.
Lunch
We have reserved the cafeteria for 1pm. You can leave your lunch bags in the cafeteria refrigerators.
Exhibits
The tickets provided for you include everything on the first floor. The following exhibits can be purchased separately.
On the bus, we will take cash/check if you wish to reserve a place for the first two exhibits. If you decide to go with the
group, we can not guarantee that you will be able to make a certain movie.
1. Connected Worlds - $4 per person (must go with group)

Presented in the iconic Great Hall, Connected Worlds immerses visitors in a fantastically animated world
where your actions – gestures, movements, and decisions – impact how well the world is kept in balance.
There are six environments in Connected Worlds: jungle, desert, wetlands, mountain valley, reservoir, and
plains. Each has its own trees, plants, and animals, but they share a common supply of water. The
environments are fed by a central waterfall that is projected 38-ft high in the exhibitions and flows out
across an interactive floor that spans 2,300 square feet. While interacting with Connected Worlds, visitors
explore the interconnectedness of different environments, strategize to keep systems in balance and
experience how individual and collective actions can have widespread impact.
As visitors explore and play, their actions – gestures, movements, decisions – have both short and long-term
effects on the digital environments. These effects are based on core concepts of sustainability science
including feedback loops, equilibrium in a dynamic environment, and casual links and influences.

2. Above and Beyond - $3 per person with group – ($4 per person individually)
NYSCI’s summer exhibition uses flight simulation, augmented reality, touch tables, design and skill challenges,
augmented reality and more to immerse visitors in the wonders of flight, space travel and aerospace innovation,
design and technology. Above and Beyond is presented by Boeing and produced by Evergreen Exhibitions in
collaboration with NASA and the Smithsonian’s National Air and Space Museum.
3. Science Playground - $5 per person (book separately)
Through dozens of playground elements like slides, seesaws, sand pits, and fog machines, visitors of all ages and
abilities can explore the scientific principles of motion, balance, sound, sight and simple machines, as well as sun,
wind, and water.
4. Movies - $6 for adult and $5 for children (book separately)
Superpower Dogs 3D (45 minutes) – 11am & 1pm
Join an immersive 3D adventure to experience the life-saving superpowers and extraordinary bravery of some of
the world’s most amazing dogs. Journey around the globe to meet remarkable dogs who save lives and discover the
powerful bond they share with their human partners.
Apollo 11 (22 minutes) – 3pm
Apollo 11: First Steps Edition is a thrilling 2D cinematic experience showcasing the real-life moments of the first
lunar landing. With never-before-seen footage and a trove of newly discovered audio recordings, the filmmakers
reconstruct the exhilarating final moments of preparation, liftoff, landing and return of this historic mission.
Backyard 3D (22 minutes) – Noon and 2pm
Spanning a seasonal year around a suburban home, the film displays a stunning array of unique wildlife images and
behavior – all captured by cameras mounted inside dens and nests, and moving along the forest floor and pond
bottom

